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Abstract
Microarray dataset often contains a huge number of insignificant and irrelevant features that might lead to loss of useful information.
The classes with both high relevance and having high significance feature sets are generally preferred for selecting the features,
which determines the sample classification into their respective classes. This property has gained a lot of significance among
the researchers and practitioners in DNA micro array classification. In this paper, Functional link neural network (FLNN) with
four diﬀerent basis functions named as Power series polynomial, Trigonometric, Chebyshev polynomial and Legendre polynomial
functions have been considered to classify microarray data sets using t-test as a feature selection method. Further, this paper
presents a comparative analysis on the obtained classification accuracy by coupling FLNN with diﬀerent basis function and other
existing models available in the literature. Performance parameters available in literature such as precision, recall, specificity,
F-Measure, ROC curve and accuracy are applied in this comparative analysis to analyze the behavior of the classifiers. From the
proposed approach, it is apparent that FLNN using Legendre polynomial is the suitable classification model among FLNN using
diﬀerent basis functions and other classifiers.
c© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of organizing committee of Third International Conference on Recent Trends in Computing
(ICRTC’2015).
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1. Introduction
Diagnosis of any disease in particular cancer, is vital for successful application of any specific therapy. Even though
the classification of cells into cancerous and non-cancerous categories in relation to cancer diagnosis has improved
quite significantly over the last decade, still the research is being carried out and there is a scope for improvement in
proper diagnosis. This objective can be achieved with the application of less subjective models. Recent development in
diagnosis indicates that DNA microarray provides an insight to cancer classification at gene level. This is due to their
capability in measuring abundant messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) transcripts for numerous genes concurrently.
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Microarray based gene expression profiling has emerged as an eﬃcient technique for cancer classification as well
as for diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment purposes1. In recent years, Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) microarray
technique has shown a great impact in determining the informative genes that cause cancer2,3. The major drawback
that exists in microarray data is the curse of dimensionality problem, i.e., the number of genes N by far exceeds
the number of samples M i.e., N >> M. This problem hinders the useful information of data set and leads to
computational instability. Therefore, selecting relevant genes is a challenging task in microarray data analysis4.
Feature (gene) selection has inspired many scientists to explore in the area of functional genomics. As a result,
numerous algorithms as well as models have been developed to achieve a better diagnosis5,6,7. The main objective of
the feature selection (FS) is to (a) avoid over-fitting and improve model (classifier) performance. (b) provide faster
and more cost eﬀective models and (c) gain a deeper insight into the underlying processes that generate the data.
In this paper, t-statistic (filter approach) is used to select high relevant genes. The t-statistic assumes indepen-
dence among genes while determining the rankings, and also is computationally eﬃcient8,9. Functional link neural
network (FLNN) is a classifier that can be applied on the problem of DNA classification. It comes under the class of
higher order neural networks (HONs) and has been used in many applications such as system identification, channel
equalization, short-term electric load forecasting, and some of the tasks of data mining 10. These networks are specif-
ically designed for handling linearly non-separable problems using appropriate input representation. Thus, suitable
enhanced representation of the input data needs to be found out. This can be achieved by increasing the dimension of
the input space. The input data which is expanded is used for training instead of the actual input data. In this case,
higher order input terms are chosen so that they are linearly independent of the original pattern components.
Along with the feature selection using t-statistic model, FLNN with diﬀerent basis functions have been designed
and used as classifiers by applying 10-fold cross validation technique. The result obtained for the experimental work
carried out on three diﬀerent datasets, reveals that the proposed approach of FLNN using Legendre polynomial out-
performs the result obtained with FLNN using other basis functions and other classifiers available in the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 highlights on the related work in the field of microarray
classification. Section 3 presents the proposed work for classifying the microarray data using FLNN with diﬀerent
basis function. Section 4 presents the implementation details for the proposed approach. Section 5 highlights on
the results obtained, interpretation drawn from it, and also presents a comparative analysis for gene classification of
microarray data with existing classifiers available in literature. Section 6 concludes the paper and considers the scope
for future work.
2. Related Work
This section gives a brief overview of the feature selection methods and classifiers used by various researchers.
The accuracy rate achieved by diﬀerent authors for gene classification are listed in Table 1.
3. Proposed work
The presence of a huge number of insignificant and irrelevant features degrades the quality of analysis of the
disease like ‘cancer’. To enhance the quality, it is very much essential to analyze the dataset in proper perspective.
This section presents the proposed approach for classification of microarray data, consisting of two phases:
1) Preprocessing the input data using methods such as missing data imputation, normalization, and feature selec-
tion using t-statistic.
2) Applying FLNN with diﬀerent basis functions as a classifier.
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed approach and the brief description of the proposed approach is
discussed below:
1. Data collection: The data set for classification analysis, which is the requisite input to the models is obtained
from Kent Ridge Bio-medical Data Set Repository1.
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Table 1: Results obtained by various researchers and practitioners for classification using microarray (leukemia) data set. The Table gives the
feature selection and classification methodologies adopted and their corresponding accuracies.
Author Feature selection/extraction method Classifier used Accuracy
(%)
Xiyi Hang11(2008) ANOVA L1-regularized least square 82.83
Lee et. al. 12(2003) Bayesian model Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
97.05
Ye et al. 7(2004) Uncorrelated Linear Discriminant
Analysis (ULDA)
KNN(k=1) 97.5
Bharathi and Natarajan13(2010) ANOVA SVM 97.91
Dina et al.14 (2011) Multiple scoring gene selection tech-
nique (MGS-CM)
SVM, KNN, Linear discriminant
analysis (LDA)
90.97
Sun et. al. 15(2012) Dynamic weighted FS (DWFS) k-NN(k=1), NB 93.33 ,
93.33
Yeh et. al. 16(2013) Recursive orthogonal array(OA) SVM 96.49
Diaz et. al. 17 (2006) Random forest 95
Data
Missing value
imputation and
Data normalization
Feature selection
using t-test
Training data Test data
Classify data based on FLNN
Adjustment
parameters
Classification resultEvaluationsindexes
Validity of
classifications
?
Output classification results
10-Fold CV
Yes
No
Fig. 1: Proposed work for microarray classification.
2. Missing data imputation and normalization of dataset:
Missing data of a feature (gene) of microarray data are imputed by using the mean value of the respective feature.
Input feature values are normalized over the range [0, 1] using Min-Max normalization technique18. Let Xi be
the ith feature of the dataset X, and x is an element of the Xi. The normalization of x can be formulated as:
Normalized(x) = x −min(Xi)
max(Xi) −min(Xi) (1)
where, min(Xi) and max(Xi) represent the minimum and maximum value for the dataset Xi respectively. If in
case, max(Xi) is equal to min(Xi), then Normalized(x) is set to 0.5.
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3. Division of Dataset: The data set is divided into two categories such as: training set and testing set.
4. Feature selection from dataset:
t-test statistics has been applied to select the features having high relevance value and hence the curse of dimen-
sionality issue has been reduced.
5. Application of a classifier:
FLNN with diﬀerent basis function have been built to classify the microarray dataset.
6. Testing:
Models are tested using the testing data set and then the performance of the classifier has been compared with
various performance measuring criteria such as precision, recall, specificity, F-Measure, ROC curve and accuracy
using “10-fold cross validation” technique19.
4. Implementation
4.1. Feature selection using t-test
To overcome ‘curse of dimensionality’ problem for a given dataset, feature selection approaches can be considered.
In this paper t-statistic filter approach is used to overcome this problem. This helps in achieving better classification
rate as it selects a small set of important features. Relevance score (TS) of ith feature is computed using Equation 2.
TS (i) =
¯Xi1 − ¯Xi2
sX1X2
√
1
n1
+ 1
n2
(2)
s2X1X2 =
(n1 − 1)s2Xi1 + (n2 − 1)s2Xi2
n1 + n2 − 2
(3)
where sX1X2 is an estimator of the common standard deviation of the two samples and calculated using Equation 3, ¯Xik
represents the mean of feature i of class k ∈ {1, 2} and s represents the standard deviation.
Univariate criterion, which is widely used in a filter method, is applied separately on each feature to show that
there is no interaction between the features. A two-class problem for the test of null hypothesis indicates that the
mean of two populations are equal. This implies that there exists no significant diﬀerence between their means, and
both features are almost the same. Therefore, it is necessary to reject ‘null hypothesis’ (H0) and accept the ‘alternate
hypothesis’ (H1). Hence, one can infer that these features do not contribute much in classification. Hence the features
may be discarded; and those features having significant diﬀerence between their means may be accepted. In other
words, alternate hypothesis may be accepted. Here, t-test on each feature has been applied. The eﬀectiveness of
separating the groups, is measured by the corresponding p-value of each feature.
The most informative features in the sorted list are identified by sorting the respective features based on their p-
values, which provides the probability value of features (i.e., p < 0.05). The number of features for classification can
be determined by prior knowledge or it is dictated in advance based on specific constraints.
To overcome this problem, forward feature selection method has been considered, in which top ranked features
corresponding to their descending p-value are identified for selecting the genes.
4.2. FLNN Classifier
In this paper four diﬀerent techniques of FLNN are discussed. These techniques are varied based on their usage of
basis function for enhancement of input patterns20,10.
a) Power series polynomial FLNN:
In this architecture, power series polynomial function is used as a basis function. Here the input pattern of a FLNN
is a generalized vector representation. For instance, an enhanced pattern of x = (x1, x2, x3) can be generated as
(x1, x2, x3, x21, x22, x23, x31, x32, x33...).
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Let f denote the output node’s activation function , Θ be a bias in f , which is defined as follows:
f (s) = 1
1 + exp(−s) (4)
where s is equal to (wxt - Θ) such that yˆ = f (s). Here, wxt is the inner product of w with xt. The square error
denoted by E can be measured as:
E =
1
2
n∑
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2 (5)
where yi and yˆi are the actual and estimated output of the ith input training pattern respectively, and n is the number
of training pattern. The training phase is continued to regularly update w using Eq. 6, till E reaches below pre-specified
value.
wn+1 = wn + ηx
∂E
∂w
(6)
b) Trigonometric FLNN:
The basic principle of this model is same as discussed in above model, but the basis function is a trigonometric basis
function. Let say X = [X1, X2, ..., Xn]T is the input pattern vector; therefore the enhanced pattern is obtained by using
the trigonometric function as X∗ = [X1, sin(πX1), cos(πX1), sin(2πX1), cos(2πX1)...]
c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN:
The basic principle remains same as used in previous models the only diﬀerence is basis function here used is Cheby-
shev orthogonal polynomial.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are given as:
Ch0(x) = 1, Ch1(x) = x, Ch2(x) = 2x2 − 1, Ch3(x) = 4x3 − 3(x), Ch4(x) = 8x3 − 8x2 + 1, Ch5(x) = 16x4 − 20x3 + 5x.
Lets consider X = [x1, x2, x3] as input pattern vector, the expanded pattern obtained by using the Chebyshev poly-
nomial function is given by: X∗ = [1,Ch1(x1),Ch2(x1), ..., 1,Ch1(x2),Ch2(x2), ..., 1,Ch1(x3),Ch2(x3), ..., ], where
Chi(x j) is a Chebyshev polynomial, i the order of the polynomials chosen and j = 1, 2, 3.
d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN:
The structure of Legendre neural network is similar to all the previous model. The only diﬀerence is that Legendre
neural network uses Legendre polynomial function as basis function.
The first few Legendre polynomials are given by L0(x) = 1, L1(x) = x, L2(x) = 1/2(3x2−1), L3(x) = 1/2(5x3−3x)...
and so on. Polynomials are generated by using the following mathematical expression:
Ln+1(x) = 1
n + 1
[(2n + 1)xLn(x) − nLn−1(x)]. (7)
Let, the input pattern X = [x1x2]T , enhanced by Legendre polynomial function is given as
X∗ = [1, L1(x1), L2(x1), L3(x1), L1(x2), L2(x2), L3(x2)].
5. Results and interpretation
In this section, the obtained results are discussed for the proposed work. Three case studies viz., leukemia1,
ovarian cancer21 and breast cancer22 microarray datasets are considered to find the classification accuracy. “10 fold
cross validation (CV)” is applied to assess the performance of the classifier, as it provides more realistic assessment
of classifiers, which generalizes significantly to unseen data.
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Since the data set contains a very huge number of features with irrelevant information, feature selection (FS)
method has been applied. This helps in selecting the features (genes) which have high relevance score. The genes
with low relevance score are stripped oﬀ. The t-test statistic method has been used to choose genes with high relevance
score.
After performing feature selection using t-test, the proposed classification algorithm “FLNN” has been applied to
classify the reduced dataset.
When the samples are sequentially selected, the model designed may be over-trained or under-trained. This is
because of the samples selected for training may contain either cancerous or non-cancerous data. To avoid this, every
Nth (N = 10) sample is selected for testing, and the rest of the samples are chosen as training set. Further, FLNN is
trained using ‘10-fold CV’ technique19.
After performing “10-fold CV”, the predicted values of test data are collected in each of the fold and the classifi-
cation matrix is designed with their respective feature set using FLNN classifiers. This analysis has been carried out
on three diﬀerent microarray datasets by considering varying number of feature sets. The feature sets are varied in the
multiple of five i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, .... In this study α = 0.1, η = 0.6, and Epoch = 2000 has been considered. The
obtained results using top features have been presented and discussed below.
5.1. Case study: Leukemia cancer dataset
The leukemia dataset consists of 7129 features (genes), and is categorized into two classes viz., Acute Lymphoblas-
tic Leukemia (ALL) and Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). These two in combination have 72 samples1. Out of 72,
the dataset contains 25 AML and 47 ALL samples. Table 2 shows the classification matrix before the application of
the classification algorithm.
Table 2: Before applying classification algorithm
ALL(0) AML(1)
ALL(0) 47 0
AML(1) 25 0
After applying the 10-fold cross validation technique on various feature sets i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30. When
feature set with top five features have been selected, the highest classification accuracy is achieved. Fig.2 shows the
Mean Square Error vs. Epoch curve on top five features for all the basis functions in FLNN Classifier using Leukemia
dataset. Table 3a, Table 3b, Table 3c, and Table 3d show the classification matrix for leukemia data set using FLNN
models. These tables show the total number of labeled samples that are correctly classified and misclassified into their
respective classes. The rest of the performance parameters are tabulated in Table 4. The ROC curve has been plotted
for all the classifiers as shown in Fig.3.
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Fig. 2: Mean Square Error vs. Epoch curve
5.2. Case study: Ovarian cancer
The ovarian cancer dataset consists of 15154 features (genes), categorized as cancer and normal classes, having
253 samples. Out of 253 samples, the dataset contains 162 cancer and 91 normal samples21. Table 5 shows the
classification matrix before the application of the classification algorithm.
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Table 3: Classification matrix for FLNN models using Leukemia dataset.
(a) Power series Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 45 2
1 0 25
(b) Trigonometric FLNN
0 1
0 45 2
1 2 23
(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 45 2
1 1 24
(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 45 2
1 0 25
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(b) Trigonometric FLNN
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(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
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(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
Fig. 3: ROC curve for diﬀerent classifier using Leukemia dataset.
Table 4: Performance analysis of FLNN classifiers using Leukemia dataset.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F-measure
Power series Polynomial FLNN 0.9722 0.9259 1.0000 0.9574 0.9615
Trigonometric FLNN 0.9444 0.9200 0.9200 0.9574 0.9200
Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN 0.9583 0.9231 0.9600 0.9574 0.9412
Legendre Polynomial FLNN 0.9722 0.9259 1.000 0.9574 0.9615
Table 5: Before applying classification algorithm
cancer(0) normal(1)
cancer(0) 162 0
normal(1) 92 0
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After applying the 10-fold cross validation technique on various feature sets i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30. When feature
set with top five features have been selected, the highest classification accuracy is achieved. Fig.4 shows the Mean
Square Error vs. Epoch curve on top five features for all the basis functions in FLNN Classifier using Ovarian dataset.
Table 6a, Table 6b, Table 6c, and Table 6d show the classification matrix for ovarian data set using FLNN models.
The rest of the performance parameters are tabulated in Table 7. The ROC curve has been plotted for diﬀerent FLNN
classifiers in Fig.5.
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Fig. 4: Mean Square Error vs. Epoch curve
Table 6: Classification matrix for FLNN models using Ovarian cancer dataset.
(a) Power series Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 161 1
1 4 87
(b) Trigonometric FLNN
0 1
0 159 3
1 3 88
(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 160 2
1 4 87
(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 161 1
1 3 88
Table 7: Performance analysis of FLNN classifiers using Ovarian cancer dataset.
Classifier used Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F-measure
Power series Polynomial FLNN 0.9802 0.9886 0.9560 0.9938 0.9721
Trigonometric FLNN 0.9763 0.9670 0.9670 0.9815 0.9670
Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN 0.9763 0.9775 0.9560 0.9877 0.9667
Legendre Polynomial FLNN 0.9842 0.9888 0.9670 0.9938 0.9778
5.3. Case study: Breast cancer
The breast cancer dataset consists of 24481 features (genes), categorized as ‘relapse’ and ‘non-relapse’ classes,
having 97 samples22. Out of 97 samples, the dataset contains 46 relapse and 51 no-relapse samples. Table 8 shows
the classification matrix before the application of the classification algorithm.
Table 8: Before applying classification algorithm
relapse(0) non-relapse(1)
relapse(0) 46 0
non-relapse(1) 51 0
After applying the 10-fold cross validation technique on various feature sets i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30. When
feature set with top ten features have been selected, the highest classification accuracy is achieved. Fig.6 shows the
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(a) Power series Polynomial FLNN
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(b) Trigonometric FLNN
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(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
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(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
Fig. 5: ROC curve for diﬀerent classifier using ovarian cancer dataset.
Mean Square Error vs. Epoch curve on top ten features for all the basis functions in FLNN Classifier using Breast
dataset. Table 9a, Table 9b, Table 9c, and Table 9d show the classification matrix for Breast data set using FLNN
models. These tables show the total number of labeled samples that are correctly classified and misclassified into their
respective classes. The rest of the performance parameters are tabulated in Table 10. The ROC curve has been plotted
for both the classifiers as shown in Fig.7.
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Fig. 6: Mean Square Error vs. Epoch curve
5.4. Comparative analysis
From the above analysis, it can be noticed that there is variation in classification rate. The interpretation drawn
from the above results are as follows:
• In case of leukemia data set FLNN classifier using Power series Polynomial and Legendre Polynomial function
shows better accuracy value over the remaining two.
• In case of ovarian and breast cancer data set, FLNN classifier using Legendre Polynomial function shows better
accuracy over the remaining three.
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Table 9: Classification matrix for FLNN models using Breast dataset.
(a) Power series Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 31 15
1 5 46
(b) Trignometric FLNN
0 1
0 37 9
1 8 43
(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 34 12
1 6 45
(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
0 1
0 38 8
1 6 45
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(b) Trigonometric FLNN
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(c) Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN
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(d) Legendre Polynomial FLNN
Fig. 7: ROC curve for diﬀerent classifier using Breast dataset.
Table 10: Performance analysis of FLNN classifiers using Breast dataset.
Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F-measure
Power series Polynomial FLNN 0.7938 0.7541 0.9020 0.6739 0.8214
Trigonometric FLNN 0.8247 0.8269 0.8431 0.8043 0.8350
Chebyshev Polynomial FLNN 0.8144 0.7895 0.8824 0.7391 0.8333
Legendre Polynomial FLNN 0.8557 0.8491 0.8824 0.8261 0.8654
• From Table 4, Table 7, and Table 10 respectively, it can be inferred that FLNN using Legendre Polynomial
function is a more intelligent learning algorithm in comparison to other FLNN classifiers.
Hence, from the obtained results, it can be concluded that feature selection plays a significant role in the classifi-
cation of microarray data, into cancerous and non-cancerous ones.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, an attempt has been made to design classification models for classifying the samples of microarray
data into their respective classes. Hence, a classification framework was designed using FLNN classifiers. Feature
selection was carried out using t-test. 10-fold CV technique was applied to enhance the performance of the classifiers.
The performance of the classifiers for all three data sets were evaluated using performance parameters. From the
computed result, it is observed that Legendre Polynomial FLNN classifier yields better results when compared with
FLNN using remaining functions and the existing classifiers available in literature.
Further, the applicability of machine learning techniques such as Genetic Algorithm in combination with FLNN
can be studied to obtain better classification of microarray data set. This hybridization may help in reducing the
complexity of the classification model.
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